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The performance properties of pinhole SPECT and the
application of this technology to evaluate radionuclide uptake in
brain in small laboratory animals were investigated. System
sensitivity and spatial resolution measurements of a rotating
scintillation camera system were made for a low energy pinhole
collimator equipped with 2.0 mm aperture pinhole insert.
Projection data were acquired at 4 degree increments over 360° in
the step-and-shoot mode using a 4.5 cm radius of rotation. Pinhole
planar and SPECT imaging were obtained to evaluate regional
uptake of Tl-201, Tc-99m MIBI, Tc-99m HMPAO and Tc-99m
DTPA in tumor and control regions of the brain in a primary brain
tumor model in Fisher 344 rats.

Pinhole SPECT images were reconstructed using a
modified cone-beam algorithm developed from a two dimensional
fan-beam filtered backprojection algorithm.

The reconstructed transaxial resolution of 2.8 FWHM and
system sensitivity of 0.086 c/s/kBq with the 2.0 mm pinhole
collimator aperture were measured. Tumor to non-tumor uptake
ratios at 19-28 days post tumor cell inoculation varied by a
factor>20: 1 on SPECT images.

Pinhole SPECT provides an important new approach for
performing high resolution imaging: the resolution properties of
pinhole SPECT are superior to those which have been achieved
with conventional SPECT or PET imaging technologies.
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TRAb determination on FRTL-5 cells allowed separation
of TSAb into stimulating and blocking by way of exploring the
effect of antibodies on the stimulation/inhibition of cAMP
synthesis. Native serum and Ig insulated from the same types of
serum in three different ways: FPLC method, Sephadex column,
and PEG, have been used. At the outset, buffer with NaCl was
used to measure the amount of cAMP in ECS. In such a way, the
serum and Ig insulated by FPLC and Sephadex were tested. The
effect of TRAb on the cAMP synthesis was detectable but not
strong enough to confirm the presence of stimulating/blocking
antibodies.

We have found out that the amount of cAMP is more
easily measured in ECS; more-over, the results produced are
higher in figures, especially if buffer without NaCl is used. The
experiment has been carried out under these conditions to prove
the effect of TSAb and TBIAb in hyperthyrotic as well as
hypothyrotic types of serum as the result of the effect of Ig
insulated from these types of serum with PEG. The intra-assay is
less satisfactory. Therefore it is possible to maintain that every
testing necessitates the simultaneous measurement of the effect of
buffer, serum or Ig from healthy persons, and TSH, for the
purpose of modifying the results produced after the effect of the
substances has been tested. With respect to this modification,
inter-assay results are also favourable.
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The effect of serotonin in presence and absence of
thyrotropin was studied on a cell line of rat follicular cells FRTL-
5 (Fischer Rat Thyroid cells in Low serum) by measuring [3H]-
thymidine incorporation into cell DNA. The cell line was used to
avoid the contamination with serotonin secreted from parafollicular
cells. Results show that serotonin at 3 ^M, 10 /xM, 30 ^M and
100 /tM concentrations increases [3H]-thymidine incorporation into
cell DNA. Serotonin at a 1000 /xM concentration reduces sharply
the [3H]-thymidine incorporation into cell DNA, showing a toxic
effect on these cells. As expected, thyrotropin stimulates follicular
cells. Serotonin does not have any influence on that stimulative
effect of thyrotropin.
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We have evaluated performances of the
thermoluminescence dosimetry system recently installed in our
department. System components were examined to find optimal
annealing and measuring cycle for LiF-7 teflon disk detectors.
Parameters such as dose at lower detection limit, lowest possible
digital reading in units of dose (mGy) were evaluated. Calibration
with high energy gamma source, as well as with most common
nuclear medicine radionuclides was performed.

By interlaboratory comparison, dose rate of system
calibration source (depleted 238U) was accurately determined.

Finally, we assessed linearity of dosimeter system in two
dose ranges:

a) One expected in nuclear medicine occupational exposures
(<10mGy)

b) One which might be needed in case of nuclear power
plant accidents (acute exposures up to 2 Gy).


